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Chapters
210-02 School bond guarantee program.
210-03 Financing contracts.
210-06 Public records.
210-10 Local government investment pool.

DISPOSITION OF CHAPTERS FORMERLY CODIFIED IN THIS TITLE
Chapter 210-01 LOCAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT POOL
210-01-040 Proper adoption and filing of local government ordinance or resolution. [Statutory Authority: 1986 c 294, WSR 86-14-002 (Resolution No. 639), § 210-01-040, filed 6/19/86.] Repealed by WSR 13-03-043, filed 1/9/13, effective 2/9/13. Statutory Authority: RCW 43.250.060.

Reviser's note: Later promulgation see, chapter 210-10 WAC.